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ABSTRACT: This paper introduces an extended formulation of decision analyses, which provides an
enhanced basis for the definition of the value of information, the value of actions and the value of actions
and information analyses. The formulation of decision analyses is (1) extended by introducing an action
implementation uncertainty and - following the reasoning of Raiffa and Schlaifer (1961) - (2) by
considering both the information acquirement state and the action implementation state jointly and
separately for the definition of the types of decision analyses. Decision value analyses are derived by
explicitly distinguishing and addressing the cause of the expected utility gain namely by information, by
actions or by both action and information. It is shown how different optimal sets of information and
actions and their acquirement or implementations states, respectively, lead to different decision value
classifications. Published studies and applied decision and decision value analyses are analyzed showing
a diversity beyond the original definitions by Raiffa and Schlaifer (1961), however, also being less
diverse in comparison to the introduced classification in this paper.
1. INTRODUCTION
The value of information is defined as the
expected utility gain by obtained (conditional) or
predicted (expected) information including their
costs and consequences (according to Raiffa and
Schlaifer (1961) with the difference of the costs
and consequences of the information). The
expected utility gain is defined as the difference
between a pre-posterior (for predicted) or a
posterior decision analysis (for obtained
information) and a prior decision analysis. These
definitions imply that the information
acquirement states (predicted, obtained, not
considered) defines the decision analysis and thus
the value of information analysis types. However,
it is observed that first the physical actions and
measures, which are essential for enforcing the
functionality of a system, do not contribute to the
classification of the decision analyses and second
that action implementation uncertainties are not
considered (Thöns (2018a)). Both shortcomings
prevent a consistent modelling by unbalanced
modelling detailing despite the fact that action

implementation uncertainty models can be found
in the literature (Section 5). It is further noted that
decision analysis does address the fundamental
decision of at all obtaining any information and to
implement any action.
With this paper it is thus tried to introduce a
consistent formulation of decision analysis by (1)
the consideration of both the information
acquirement and action implementation states, (2)
by the consideration of the action implementation
uncertainty and (3) by the consideration of the a
system state analysis to decide about the
fundamental efficiency of any additional
information and action. In Section 2, the current
decision and value of information analyses
understanding is summarized. The extended
definition of decision analysis with formulations
on how to quantify the expected utilities are
introduced in Section 3. Building upon the
extended definition of decision analyses, decision
value analysis types with a base and enhancement
scenario are derived (Section 4) and consecutively
formulated to quantify the value of predicted and
obtained information, the value of predicted and
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(
(

)
)

implemented actions and the value of information
V ( ii* ) U1 ii* ,a*i − U 0 ( ak*,0 )
=
and actions. Section 5 contains a summary and
analysis of applied decision and decision value
= max U1 ii ,ai − maxU 0 ( ak ,0 )
i ∈i ,a ∈a
a ∈a
analyses in respect to the introduced framework.
i

2. DECISION ANALYSIS AND VALUE OF
INFORMATION
Decision theory in Raiffa and Schlaifer
(1961), its introduction to civil engineering
(Benjamin and Cornell (1970)) and recent
interpretation in engineering e.g. with Faber and
Thöns (2013), Straub (2014), Memarzadeh and
Pozzi (2016), Straub, Chatzi et al. (2017) and
Thöns (2018b) is based upon the distinction of
prior, posterior and pre-posterior decision
analysis types (depicted in Figure 1) and the
corresponding value of information analysis types
namely the conditional or expected value of
perfect or sample information (CPVI, CPSI, EVPI
and EVSI). It is further noted that reviews across
the scientific fields address these types of value of
information analyses – sometimes with a slightly
different notation and refined models (see e.g.
Keisler, Collier et al. (2014), Yokota and
Thompson (2004)).
A value of information analysis addresses (1)
the fundamental decision of considering
additional and yet unknown information or not,
(2) the identification of an optimal risk and
integrity management strategy, (3) the
identification of optimal actions with and without
(4) additional information.
The fundamental decision of considering
additional and yet unknown information or not
can be based upon a positive and maximized value
of information V . The maximization of the value
of information is calculated maximizing the
difference between the expected utilities with and
without additional information, U1 ( ii* ,a*,i ) and
U 0 ( ak*,0 )

(Equ.(1)), respectively, by identifying

the optimal strategy ii* , the information outcomes
dependent optimal set of actions a*,i and the
optimal actions without additional information,
ak*,0 .

ii

*
i

i

Basic Additional
Choice Information
Choice

(1)

k ,0

Risk and Integrity
Management

Chance Choice

Utility

Chance

No information

Information Outcome Adaptive Life-cycle
Action
Performance

Figure 1: Decision tree for the assessment of the
(conditional) value of information containing decision
nodes (rectangles), chance nodes (circles) and utility nodes
(diamonds). The dashed lines denote not considered
information and outcomes in a posterior type decision
analysis.

3. EXTENDED DECISION ANALYSIS
Decision analyses are understood as addressing,
modelling, analyzing and optimizing the
knowledge and performance management of the
infrastructure system utilities (Thöns (2018a)).
The extended classification of decision analyses –
by definition with at least one decision node - is
shown in Figure 2. The index i is introduced to
allocate both actions and information to one
knowledge and performance management
strategy. The individual types of decision analyses
are derived based on the acquirement state of
information and the implementation state of
actions. An additional chance node accounting for
the action implementation uncertainty is
introduced. Not yet implemented decisions are
depicted with continuous lines; already
implemented decision are shown with one
2
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continuous line and dashed lines are used for the
strategy ii* and the indication dependent optimal
not implemented decisions. A system state
set of actions a*i can be identified.
analysis (SSA) is introduced to address the
*
U PIPA
( ii* , a*i )
fundamental decision whether at all to implement
(2)
any information acquirement=
and actions
max E X  EY | X  EZ |Y , X U ()   


i ∈i ,a ∈a
strategies.
For the calculation of the expected utility for
The expected utility for an information and
already obtained information (OI: ( ii , Z i ) ) but
action predictive decision analysis (PIPA) can be
derived in a normal form with the consecutive
predicted actions (PA), the expectation in regard
conditional
expectation
operations:
The
to expectation of the information outcomes given
expectation of the information outcomes given the
the system and action implementation states can
system and action implementation states
be neglected to identify the optimal action ai* of
EZ |Y , X [] , the expectation of the action
knowledge and performance management
strategy i :
implementation state given the system state
*
U OIPA
EY | X [] and the expectation of the system states
( ai* )
i, j

i ,k

i ,m

i ,m

n

utilities, the optimal information acquirement

Choice

*
i

n

i ,m

n

i ,k

i ,m

n

i

n

E X n [] (Equ. (6)). With the maximization of the

Scenario

i

Knowledge and performance

Choice

Chance Choice Chance

= max E X n  EYi ,m | X n U ( ii , Z i , ai ,l , Yi , m , X n )  


ai ,l

System and utility

Chance

(3)

Classification

Chance

PIPA: Information and action prediction (analogous
to a pre-posterior decision analysis)
OIPA: Information obtained, action prediction
(analogous to posterior decision analysis)
PIIA: Information
implemented

prediction,

action

PI: Information prediction, no action
PA: No information, action prediction (analogous to
a prior decision analysis)

Strategy

Information Indication Action State

Sys. state Attribute

SSA: System state analysis

Figure 2: Illustration of the extended classification of decision analyses with decision trees
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A decision analysis with predicted (pre-posterior)
information (PI) and already implemented actions
(IA: ( ai , Yi ) ) aims at the identification of the
optimal information acquirement strategy to
maximize the expected utility. The expected
utility is calculated with the expectation and
maximization in regard to the information
outcomes given the system and action
implementation states and in regard to the system
states:
*
U PIIA
( ii* )

= max E X n  EZi ,k |Yi , X n U ( ii , j , Z i , k , ai , Yi , X n )  


ii , j

(4)

Decision analyses solely about information
acquirement (PI) or action implementation (PA)
aim at an uncertainty reduction in respect to the
behaviour of the real world system and at the
implementation of performance enforcing
measures, respectively. Two expectation
operations are required due to the involvement of
two chance nodes. It should be noted that the
expected utility for a PI analysis with indicationindependent utility attributes equals a system state
analysis plus the expected information
acquirement costs leading to obsolete decisions.
Thus, a PI analysis is only valid for indicationdependent utility attributes.
*
U PI
E X n  EZi ,k | X n U ( ii , j , Z i , k , X n )  
( ii , j* ) = max


ii , j

(5)

*
U PA
E X n  EYi ,m | X n U ( ai ,l , Yi , m , X n )  
( ai* ) = max


ai ,l

(6)

The expected utility without any information or
actions is quantified with a system state analysis
for which a risk analysis constitutes a special case
when only consequences are considered.
U SSA =
E X n U ( X n ) 

(7)

A system state analysis is necessitated by the fact
that any action and information should be relevant
and efficiently implemented or obtained. This
means that e.g. for any non-acceptable risk

(relevance) any risk reduction measure or
information should only be spent when the
expected costs are overcompensated by the risk
reduction (efficiency).
4. VALUE OF DECISIONS
The value of decisions is quantified as an
expected utility gain by a predicted or an
implemented decision. The quantification of an
expected utility gain implies two decision
scenarios following the introduced classification
(Section 3).
For a decision value analysis, a base scenario
and an enhancement scenario are required. The
Enhancement
decision value is denoted as VBase
. By
systematically allocating all combinations of
decision analysis classes (Figure 2), 20 types of
decision value analysis types can be derived
(Figure 3).
The difference in the base and enhancement
decision scenarios defines the type of decision
value analysis. It is distinguished between (1) a
value of information, (2) a value of actions and (3)
a value of information and action analysis. In a
value of information analysis, the expected utility
gain is solely caused by predicted or already
obtained information (see Sections 1 and 2).
Analogous, the decision value of actions is solely
caused by predicted or already implemented
actions. An expected utility gain by both
information and actions – regardless of their
acquirement or implementation state – is termed
as value of information action analysis. Value of
a decision may also involve the comparison
between two set of actions (value of actions)
and/or two sets of information (value of
information). It should be noted that not the entire
combinations list in Figure 3 fit into the
classification.
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Scenario
Choice

Strategy

Knowledge and performance

Choice

Chance Choice Chance

Information Indication Action State

System and utility

Chance

Chance

Sys. state Attribute

Figure 3: Decision value analyses by combining different types of decision analyses

decision analysis), Equ. (13). Here, the set of
4.1. Value of information analyses
actions is required to be identical: a PIPA = a PA .
Value of information analyses include value of
*
(9)
VPAPIPA U PIPA
( iPI* , a*PA ) − U PA* ( aPA* )
predicted information, VoPI, and value of =
The value of predicted information can be
obtained information analyses, VoOI. The value
readily quantified as the expected utility
of predicted information may be quantified with a
difference between a predicted information
base strategy of the type OIPA and a PIPA
enhancement scenario (PI) and a system state
enhancement strategy:
PIPA
*
*
*
*
*
analysis (SSA):
(8)
=
VOIPA
U PIPA
i
a
−
U
i
a
,
,
( PI PIPA ) OIPA ( OI OIPA )

(10)
=
VSSA U PI ( iPI ) − U SSA
It is required that the sets of actions are
The value of information can also be
identical, i.e. a PIPA = aOIPA , so that solely
quantified
with identical decision scenarios of the
information cause the expected utility gain and
types PIPA, PIIA and PI for which the sets of
that the obtained information are excluded from
information acquirement strategies are not
the set of the predicted information ( iOI ∉ i PI ) for
identical, i.e. i PI ,1 ≠ i PI ,2 , but the action (sets) are
consistency.
The analogues case of a value of expected
identical, i.e. a PA,1 = a PA,2 and aIA,1 = aIA,2 (Equ.
information analysis (EVPI and EVSI – see
(15) to (17)).
Section 2) is the decision value analysis with a PA
*
*
*
*
*
*
PIPA
=
VPIPA
U PIPA
,1 ( iPI ,1 , a PA,1 ) − U PIPA, 2 ( iPI ,2 , a PA,2 ) (11)
(similar to a prior decision analysis) and a PIPA
PIIA
*
*
*
*
(12)
=
VPIIA
U PIIA
enhancement scenario (similar to a pre-posterior
,1 ( iPI ,1 , aIA,1 ) − U PIIA,2 ( iPI , 2 , aIA,2 )
PI
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*
*
*
*
=
VPIPI U PI
,1 ( iPI ,1 ) − U PI ,2 ( iPI ,2 )

*
*
*
*
*
*
PIPA
(13)
=
VPIPA
U PIPA
,1 ( iPI ,1 , a PA,1 ) − U PIPA, 2 ( iPI ,2 , a PA,2 ) (21)

The quantification of the value of implemented actions
The value of obtained information (VoOI)
*
*
requires a PIIA decision analysis type:
due to an optimal action change ( aPA,1 and aPA,2 )
*
(22)
VPIPIIA U PIIA
( iP*I , aIA ) − U P*I ( iPI* )
can be quantified in analogy to a conditional value =
PIIA
*
*
*
*
of information analysis as the difference between
with
=
VPIIA
U PIIA
,1 ( iPI ,1 , aIA,1 ) − U PIIA,2 ( iPI , 2 , aIA,2 )
the expected utilities of a OIPA (posterior) and a
i PIIA,1 = i PIIA,2 and aIA,1 ≠ aIA,2
(23)
PA (prior) decision analysis type given identical
action sets a PA,1 = a PA,2 :
4.3. Value of information and actions
*
*
*
*
OIPA
(14)
,
VPA
U OIPA
i
a
U
a
=
−
( OI PA,1 ) PA ( PA,2 )
analysis
An
expected
utility gain can also be caused by both
The difference of the expected utilities for
actions
and
information.
A straightforward example
two OIPA decision analysis types belongs also to
would be a PIPA enhancement scenario with a system
a value of information analysis when the obtained
state analysis (Equ. 28).
information strategies are different ( iOI ,1 ∉ iOI ,2 )
PIPA
*
*
*
=
VSSA
U PIPA ( iPI , a PA ) − U SSA

and the action sets are identical ( a PA,1 = a PA,2 ).

*
*
*
*
OIPA
VOIPA
U OIPA
=
,1 ( iOI ,1 , aPA,1 ) − U OIPA, 2 ( iOI , 2 , aPA,2 ) (15)

4.2. Value of Action Analyses
The types of value of actions analyses can be
derived in correspondence to value of information
analyses with the difference that the expected
utility gain is caused solely by predicted or by
implemented actions. The value of predicted
actions can be straightforwardly calculated as the
difference between the expected utilities of a
predicted action and a system state analysis:

(24)

The following Table 1 includes further
combinations of information and action caused
decision value analyses with the corresponding
information and action sets but without any
distinction about the information acquirement nor
the action implementation states.
Table 1: Further types of value of information and actions
analyses

Information
sets
-

Action sets

PIIA
VSSA

-

-

PIPA
VOIPA

iOI ∉ i PI

*
*
aPA
,2 ∉a PA,1

PIPA
VPIIA

i PI ,1 ≠ i PI ,2

*
iOI = iPI
) but the implemented actions are different

VPIPIPA

from the predicted actions ( aIA ∉a PA ), value of
action analyses can refer to a PIIA base and a
PIPA or OIPA enhancement scenarios:

PIPA
PA

i PI ,1 ≠ i PI ,2
-

aIA ∉a*PA,1
-

PA
*
VSSA
U PA
=
( aPA* ) − U SSA

Decision value
OIPA
VSSA

(16)

For the cases that the (sets) of information
acquirement strategy are identical ( i PI ,1 = i PI ,2 or

*
*
PIPA
VPIIA
U PIPA
=
( iPI* ,1 , a*PA ) − U PIIA
( iPI* ,2 , aIA )

=
V
U
OIPA
PIIA

*
OIPA

(i

OI

,a

*
PA

) − U (i
*
PIIA

*
PI

, aIA )

(17)
(18)

The reasoning from above ( iOI ,1 = iOI ,2 ,
i PI ,1 = i PI ,2 and a PA,1 ≠ a PA,2 ) applies also to value
of action analyses with the identical decision
analysis types PA, OIPA and PIPA:
*
*
*
*
(19)
=
VPPA
U PA
A
,1 ( aPA,1 ) − U PA,2 ( aPA,2 )

OIPA
*
*
*
*
=
VOIPA
U OIPA
,1 ( iOI ,1 , a PA,1 ) − U OIPA, 2 ( iOI , 2 , a PA,2 ) (20)

V

PIPA
PIPA

V

i PI ,1 ≠ i PI ,2

-

a PA,1 ≠ a PA,2
a PA,1 ≠ a PA,2

5. APPLIED DECISION ANAYSES
In the following a - non-exclusive - list of applied
decision analysis is provided for an orientation of
so far used decision value analyses.
5.1. Risk based inspection planning
Risk based maintenance planning encompassing
inspection and repair planning of fatigue
deteriorating structural systems of offshore
structures has been early identified as a pre-
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posterior decision theoretical problem (see e.g.
Faber (1997)). It should be noted that the
identification of an optimal inspection and repair
planning (e.g. Faber et al. (2000), Straub (2004),
Schneider, Rogge et al. (2018)) contains models
for the repair uncertainty – as introduced in the
extended decision analysis (see Section 3). When
associating the approaches of risk based
inspection planning to the a value of information
analysis (as partly in e.g. Irman, Thöns et al.
(2017)), it can be found that base scenarios of the
types SSA or PA are utilized with an PIPA or
OIPA enhancement scenarios. This implies that
the values of (obtained) information and of
(obtained) information and actions (decision
PIPA
value type VSSA
) are quantified.
5.2. Service life extension of offshore
wind turbine support structures
The identification of the information precision for
the service life extension of offshore wind park
structures is analyzed in Thöns, Faber et al.
(2017). The value of information is quantified
with PIPA enhancement scenario and a base PA
scenario building upon a system state analysis
(SSA), which encompasses both a risk and an
expected benefit (power production) analysis.
5.3. Design optimization of wind turbines
Components of wind turbines maybe proof loaded
before assembled. The efficiency of various types
of proof loading is analyzed in Brüske and Thöns
(Accepted) by quantifying the value of
information. It is further found that proof loading
information facilitate new actions leading to
different action sets in the PIPA and PA analysis
and consequently to the quantification of the value
of information and actions.
5.4. Identification of efficient terrorism
mitigation strategies
The necessity of a system state analysis (SSA) is
illustrated with the efficiency assessment of risk
mitigation strategies for terrorism hazards. The
system state analysis in the context of terrorism
attacks constitutes a risk analysis for which the
quantified risks are subjected to acceptance

criteria. When these societal acceptance criteria
cannot be fulfilled – as this may be the case for
high threat probabilities – risk mitigation
strategies have to be implemented. However, risk
mitigation strategies may not always be efficient
(see e.g. Stewart (2017), Mueller and Stewart
(2016)) and require thus a careful decision
theoretical assessment before implementation.
The efficiency of implementing physical
measures
with
consideration
of
the
implementation uncertainties (Stewart (2017))
can be based on PA decision analysis or a value
of action analysis (PA enhancement scenario with
a SSA base). Further strategies may include
surveillance in combination with consequence
mitigation actions (infrastructure closure), i.e. a
PIPA decision analysis (Thöns and Stewart
(2018), Thöns and Stewart (Accepted)) or a PIPA
enhancement scenario facilitating decision value
of the types of value of information and action
analyses.
5.5. Proof loading of bridges
The optimal loading level, monitoring strategy
and stop criterion for the performance of a bridge
proof loading test are identified with a PIPA
enhancement and SSA base scenario (Kapoor and
Thöns 2019). Here, the proof loading is modelled
as an action with the implementation uncertainty
being the probability of a test failure.
6. CONCLUSIONS
This paper summarizes the classification of value
of information analyses following Raiffa and
Schlaifer (1961) and introduces an extended
formulation of decision analyses, which provides
the basis for deriving 20 types of decision value
analysis encompassing value of information,
value of actions and value of actions and
information analysis. The so far in civil
engineering published studies in the field of
decision value analyses show a diversity beyond
the original definitions, however, also being less
diverse in comparison to the introduced
classification in this paper. With further
clarification and extension of the theoretical
foundation – as this has been the starting point of
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this paper – and the development of approaches,
tools and computational efficiency together with
a further penetration in standardization, industrial
consulting and authority requirements, it is
expected that more comprehensive and thus
diverse scenarios can be analyzed and optimized.
With addressing and integrating engineering and
economic
knowledge
and
performance
management – as this should be the incentive of
decision analyses - an decision value analysis
holds relevance and requires at the same time a
thorough, clear and precise understanding of the
underlying models and what causes an expected
utility gain.
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